We show that production mechanisms of Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays involving quasistable particle-like objects which constitute part of cold dark matter can be tested experimentally by observing Galactic anisotropy in their angular distribution.
The observation of Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHE CR) [1] at energies close and above the GZK cutoff [2] has revived the discussion of their origin. The absence of correlations with known astronomical objects suggests a possibility of particle physics mechanisms of UHE CR production. Several such mechanisms based on decay of topological defects [3] and primordial heavy particles [4, 5] were proposed. In this Letter we show that some of these mechanisms, in particular those involving decays of primordial heavy particles, can be tested experimentally by studying the angular anisotropy of UHE CR.
Our consideration concerns mechanisms in which production of UHE CR involves quasistable particle-like objects which constitute part of cold dark matter (CDM). We call such mechanisms CDM-related. The crucial feature of these mechanisms is that the distribution of sources of UHE CR in the Universe between galaxies and intergalactic space is proportional to that of CDM (cf. ref. [6] ) and does not depend on their nature. In particular, they are mainly concentrated in galactic halos, so that their average densities in the Universe (n) and in galactic halo (n h ) are related bȳ
On the contrary, the distribution n(x) of the sources in galactic halo depends on their interaction with each other and with other matter and does not necessarily follow that of CDM 1 .
The observed flux of UHE CR can be divided into Galactic and extragalactic parts,
where, for decay mechanisms,
is the contribution of our Galaxy and
has extragalactic origin. Here R ext = R Universe ∼ 4 Gpc for energies below the GZK cutoff E GZK and R ext ∼ 50 Mpc for energies above E GZK . The constant C is the same in both equations. Following ref. [5] we note that eq. (1) allows to estimate the relative magnitude of these two contributions,
where R h ∼ 100 kpc is the size of the Galactic halo and α is the constant of purely geometrical origin,
Numerical value of α is close to 1 for uniform distribution n(x) = const and can be small for distributions concentrated around the galactic center. For trial distributions
the coefficient α has no strong dependence on r c in the range r c = 2 − 10 kpc and is α ≃ 0.15 and α ≃ 0.5 for distributions (5) and (6), respectively. From eq. (3) we find
Therefore, at E < E GZK the Galactic and extragalactic contributions can be comparable (although the Galactic one is probably somewhat larger), while at E > E GZK the extragalactic part is suppressed by a factor ∼ 10 −2 . In either case a substantial fraction of the observed UHE CR should come from the halo of our Galaxy. In this respect our conclusions agree with that of ref. [5] . The Galactic part of the total UHE CR flux, j h , is anisotropic due to our position at 8.5 kpc from the center of the Galaxy. This anisotropy can be obtained from eq. (2),
where r(x, θ) is the distance measured from the Galactic center. Fig.1a shows the anisotropy j h (0)/j h (π) as a function of the core radius for the trial distributions (5) and (6) . For n(x) = const the anisotropy is minimum and constitutes about 20%. Fig.1b shows corresponding angular dependencies of j h (θ) at r c = 5 kpc. As can be seen from the picture, the anisotropy of the galactic contribution is at least ∼ 20% and can be much larger if n(x) is concentrated around the galactic center. It is important to note that the anisotropy depends exclusively on n(x) and does not depend on energy since UHE CR at E ∼ E GZK are not deflected by the Galactic magnetic field [7] . In turn, the extragalactic contribution j ext consists of the nearly isotropic part coming from distances R ≫ 50 Mpc, which is comparable in magnitude to j h and is present only at E < E GZK , and the contribution from our "neighborhood" R ∼ < 50 Mpc. The latter should have peaks in the direction of nearby galaxies and clusters. The contribution of such peak, δj ext , equals
where R is the distance to the astronomical object and M is its mass. For instance, contributions from Andromeda Nebula and Virgo Cluster are comparable and close to 10 −2 × α, in agreement with eq. (7). Although the estimates were made for a decay-type mechanism, they apply, with minor changes, to other CDM-related mechanisms as well. For instance, if UHE CR are produced in monopole-antimonopole collisions [8] , eq. (2) should be changed to
and the same substitution n(x) → n 2 (x) should be made in the definition of α, eq. (4). Since n 2 (x) is more compact than n(x), α gets smaller and the Galactic contribution becomes more important. The anisotropy also becomes larger.
Since at energies above the GZK cutoff the extragalactic contribution is negligible, non-observation of the anisotropy at the level of ∼ 20% would rule out the CDMrelated mechanisms of UHE CR. The observation of the Galactic anisotropy would allow to reconstruct the density profile n(x) and, possibly, the distribution of CDM in the Galactic halo.
At energies below the GZK cutoff, the anisotropy is smaller due to the relative enhancement of the isotropic extragalactic part. Since anisotropy does not depend on energy and can be measured at E > E GZK , it is possible, in principle, to determine the magnitude of the extragalactic contribution. Provided the CDM-related mechanisms are dominant at E ∼ < E GZK and the coefficient α is known, the ratio j h /j ext could give, in view of eqs.(1) and (3), an important information about the distribution of matter in the Universe.
